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Author of the code KAMI STUDIOS Latest version: 5.03 Publish Date: June 02 2020 Download APK (36.01 MB) Check the documents so that you are not fired and so that your country or even the world is not overrun by terrorists. The graphics of the game are made in retro style. Category: Free Simulation Get It On: Requirements: 4.4 or
Above Documents Please! APK Version Of Stories Documents, Please! 5.03 for Android 4.4 or above APK Download version : 5.03 for Android 4.4 or above Update on : 2020-06-02 Download APK (36.01 MB) Documents, Please! 4.03 for Android 4.4 or above APK Download version : 4.03 for Android 4.4 or above Update on : 2020-0418 Download APK (28.12 MB) Documents, Please! 3.8 for Android 4.1 or above APK Download version : 3.8 for Android 4.1 or above Update on : 2020-01-20 Download APK (26.45 MB) Documents, please! 3.03 for Android 4.1 or above APK Download version : 3.03 for Android 4.1 or above Update on : 2019-12-16 Download APK (21.7
MB) Documents, Please! 3.01 for Android 4.1 or above APK Download version : 3.01 for Android 4.1 or above Update on : 2019-11-18 Download APK (22.77 MB) Documents, please! 2.8b for Android 4.1 or above APK Download version : 2.8b for Android 4.1 or above Update on : 2019-08-17 Download APK (23.5 MB) Documents,
Please! 2.6a for Android 4.1 or above APK Download version : 2.6a for Android 4.1 or above Update on : 2019-08-08 Download APK (26.03 MB) Documents, please! 1.42 for Android 4.1 or above APK Download version : 1.42 for Android 4.1 or above Update on : 2019-05-04 Download APK (33.25 MB) More from the document
developer, please! June 02 2020 Download APK Approximate Location (based on network): Allows the app to get your approximate location. This location was obtained by location services using network location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. These location services should be enabled and available for your device to use them.
Apps can use this to determine where you are. Full access to the network: allows the app to create network outlets and use custom network protocols. The browser and other apps provide the tools to send data to the Internet, so this permission is not required to send data to the Internet. Accurate Location (GPS and Network): Allows the
app to obtain an accurate location using the Global Positioning System (GPS) or network location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. These location services should be enabled and available for your device to use them. Apps can use this to determine where you are and can consume extra battery power. Sleep Prevention
Device:Allows the app to prevent the device from going to sleep. Read the contents of the usb store: lets the app the contents of your USB store. Getting data from the Internet: Allows apps to receive cloud messages to devices sent by the app service. Using this service will hang the use of data. Malware can lead to overuse of data. Take
photos and videos: allows the app to take pictures and With a camera. This permission allows the app to use the camera at any time without your confirmation. View Network Connections: Allows the app to view network connection information, such as which networks exist and are connected. Wi-Fi Views: Allows the app to view Wi-Fi
network information, such as whether Wi-Fi and the name of connected Wi-Fi devices are enabled. Documents Please Permissive APK from the APK file: Documents Please APK OTHER allows apps to access information about networks. Allows apps to open network outlets. Allows apps to access Wi-Fi network information. Allows you
to use PowerManager WakeLocks to keep the processor from sleeping or screen from blacking out. CAMERA Is required to have access to the camera device. STORAGE allows the app to read from an external store. LOCATION allows the app to access an approximate location. Allows the app to access the exact location. Documents,
please, this is a quirky little independent game in which the player has to stop certain people from crossing the border into their country. The twist that makes this game unique comes in the form of your main weapon, which instead of some machine gun, is a passport stamp. By taking on the role of a customs agent, you should check the
passports and visas of everyone who arrives at the border and decide whether to let them into the country. As? Very easily, you should consider documentation for any errors, contradictions or problems with their documents. The important thing is that no one can enter who should not ... and not leave legitimate citizens stuck outside.
Every day you will be given a few hours to work and your mission is to get as many people through the border checkpoint as possible to get points. Papers, Please is an original and funny puzzle game that, despite the lack of spectacular graphics, a story full of surprises or explosive action, attracts the player with a risky and unique idea.
Black Border game is available on Steam ! Documents Please dot and click and the eponymous video game developed and published 3909. Documents Please is a simulation game that puts the player in the role of an immigration officer for the fictional communist nation of Arstotz. You can probably search keywords such as paper,
please android Reddit, paper, please APK, paper, please download android and ... If you are still going to search the android version of this popular game on the internet we suggest you stop it. According to the game developer, he has no plan to produce android versions of the papers, please. We are preparing a list of games as
documents Please for Android for those who want to play games similar to documents, please. In addition, the list will be constantly updated. #1 Black Border - to be released October 2020 Game Black Border is a simulation of the security of the entry and exit of the border gates and passport control. In this game, the game, as a border
camera inspector, must check the passports and documents of passengers. Below you can view some screenshots of the gaming environment, as well as a brief summary of the game's history. The exciting news is that this game will be released and available on Android and iOS platforms too, and if welcomed by players, it will also be
available for release on the Nintendo Switch platform. The story takes place in the imaginary country of Alanan, which recently passed its own travel and regulatory laws. Its citizens have been allowed to travel to neighbouring countries and you must prevent terrorists, smugglers and other suspicious people from entering and leaving.
Black Market Activities During the Game, some tempting offers are presented to you by different people, offers such as buying and selling illegal goods, and in case you take what is offered, you can earn a good income. Accepting or abandoning illegal goods will advance the history of the game. You, as a border camera inspector, can
deal with passengers and buy and sell your goods! Are you ready to go against the rule of your country in doing this work? The main environment of the game's main environment includes a camera in which passengers enter one after another and hand their documents to the inspector for inspection. Conversations between passengers
and the inspector form the history of the game. The view of the gate as shown in the picture below, passengers wait outside the cell to be let into the room and monitored their documents; in addition, some soldiers guard the camera. Developer (s): Bitzooma Platform (s): PC, Android, iOS Release Date: Postponed until October 2020
Black Border Website Black Frontier Wish List on Steam Black Wish List on Steam Black Border Pre-Alpha Video Gameplay #2 ID Please - Club Simulation - 2020 ID Please this new similar game on paper, please tat published by Lion Studios on Google Play Store and Apple Store. The ID Please game was released on January 26,
2020. About the game: Tired of not getting into exclusive clubs? Now you hold all the cards! Take control as a new bouncer for the hottest club in town. Everyone is trying to get in - but it's up to you to make sure everyone has a good clean treat! The owner is fickle and wants his clubs exclusive. No shoes, no service. The line of customers
will try to sneak past you, but your acute perception will determine all the tricksters. Stay on your toes because these unruly patrons break into fights! Can you keep the club bumping? Time to pop bottles and celebrate! Developer: Lion Studios Rating: 3.3 Sets: 10,000,000 Price: $2.99 Per item Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google
Play Store Get it on Apple Store Get it on Apple Store #3 Border Officer - 2019 Border Officer is a very realistic simulation game where players take self the role of the border guard, who is responsibility for deciding who can get in and out of the country, past the border. The game comes with a heartbreaking backstory that tells the story of
the crisis that the state of Stavronsk is in and how its people suffer from unemployment and poverty. The main character of the game miraculously lands on the work of a border guard, and at the expense of money earned from work, players will seek to survive with his poor family. Border Officer is a unique indie game that gives you
realistic gameplay. Usually everyone here is unemployed. But by chance you got the job. You work for the state. Everyone in your family is sick or unemployed, only you can help them. You're an immigrant officer. The state has given you a car and a house. The whole economy is in your hands. You have to spend your salary in the most
efficient way. Sometimes you have to sacrifice some to survive. You can join a secret organization if you want to interfere in the affairs of the state. You can only work for the family if you want. If you trust your luck, you may be rich in luck games. You have to decide who can enter and who can't enter Stavrongskaya. The State publishes
new announcements in accordance with its interests and changes the rules accordingly. You have to follow these ads and interrogate people according to the rules. Developer: Cocopo Rating: 3.6 Sets: 1,000,000 Price: $3.49 per unit Steam Price: $9.99 Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Steam Get It on
Steam #4 Westport Independent - 2016 Westport Independent is a censorship simulator running in the postwar country of the loyalist, regulated by the newly elected party loyalists. As editor of one of the last independent newspapers in the country, your job is to remove and edit the content of your newspaper, influencing the opinions of
people of both the rebels and the loyalist government. With increasing rebel activity and constantly watching the government breathing down your neck, whose truth will you print? As an editor, you can support the government or encourage rebellion, and you control what stories are published and how they read. You can switch between
different titles, changing the intonation of each story. Don't like that line about research funded by the government? Cut it out. The same article may be about a burglar being apprehended, or a homeless person being attacked. This election is determined by your moral compass (and how comfortable you and your staff are getting a
mandatory manicure from the secret police). Features change the content and meaning of your articles by subjecting them to censorship to your liking. While you can't lie, you don't have to tell the whole truth either. Employees with a fleshed out character who will not only respond to your actions, but also discuss them with other
colleagues. Receive letters and messages from public figures, rebel leaders, staff and others affected by your actions. Adaptive history stories Your actions affect people's opinions, which affects what happens in the city, which in turn affects the stories you get. Developer: Coffee Spot Publishing Rating: 3.9 Sets: 5000 Price: $0.99 Steam
Price: $4.99 Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google Play Store Get it on steam Get It on Steam #5 Beholder - 2017 Recently, we had the pleasure of playing quite a few games that turn you into rest in a totalitarian machine, not a hero fighting against a ruthless state apparatus. Paper's Please and The Westport Independent played
on a delicate balance between moral and repressive regimes, albeit with varying levels of success. However, they have both managed to engage the player in that game of moral tug-of-war, where any initial desire to play the game as a moral and just individual slowly gets crushed under a reality that is survival for you and, in many cases,
your family. You are presented with a cross-section of the building, which consists of six apartments and a basement, where Carl lives with his family. You push your way around the apartment building, talk to the people who live there, infiltrate their apartments while they search for contraband and install hidden cameras, and maintain the
contents of the building. The game is installed entirely within this single complex; other characters may come and go, but Carl is pumped with pills that prevent him from sleeping and are forced to focus all his attention on six apartments under his control. The game makes you feel both powerful and weak: as a landlord you can save or
ruin a life with your intervention, but you still end up owes the laws and regulations of the state. Developer: Creative Mobile Rating: 4.7 Sets: 50,000 Price: $4.99 Steam Price: $9.99 Get It on Google Play Store Get It on Google Play Store Get It on Steam Get It on Steam #6 Redcon - 2018 Team Own Combat Fortress! Gather the most
powerful artillery forces and bombard your enemies in oblivion! Lead the Empire State offensive against the traitor general and his dishonest rebellion. Set in a bleak future in which the First World War never ended, humanity knows only war and bombing. You are the commander of the strike, the day before yesterday the Fuhrer Empire
State to lead an artillery offensive against the traitor general Kranz. Maybe you can end all wars. Features set up and manage your battle fortress. Grow and upgrade your arsenal of weapons and communal objects and then place them in various slots of your fortress layout. You're in charge. Aim for weapons and command your soldiers.
Active Pause allows you to freeze time and issue multiple orders at the same time. Put out fires, repair damaged weapons and unleash organized attacks on Get rewards for winning. Get new fortress layouts as you defeat the rogue state of Krux, earn medals and perks to help you in battle. Developer: HEXAGE Rating: 3.7 Installation
Installations 1,000,000 Price: $0.99-$5.99 per Unit Steam Price: $5.99 Get It on Google Play Store Get It on Google Play Store Get It on Steam Get It on Steam #7 World, Death! - 2017 World, Death! is a game developed by the company Azamatic in which you play as a reaper and work on Death at Apocalypse, Inc. To win the game you
will need to go through 7 weeks (49 days) and send people to hell, heaven or purgatory depending on their characteristics, which will increase every day. The player must also go trough disasters, events and thematic days. Your account is determined by your speed and how many people you have to send to the right place, you can also
get skulls that you can use to buy things to help you or avoid inconvenience in levels. Functions. You have to study each client's function to determine his, her, or his fate. There are more opportunities every day and the game is getting harder. Is your client holding a gun? Send him to hell if he doesn't change his mind and drop his
weapon. Is your client a hat lover? If you send him to heaven? No, it's not that simple! First, take off your hat and you can see the horns. Being a demon, a murderer or an angel is also a trait. Developer: AZAMATICS Rating: 4.7 Sets: 100,000 Price: $1.99 Steam Price: $4.99 Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google Play Store Get it
on steam Get It on Steam #8 Airport Airport Scanner 2 - 2018 Airport Scanner 2 is a continuation of the underrated snugget called, Airport Scanner of course! AS2 is an arcade game for scanning luggage. You play as a TSA and try to stop passengers from sneaking into unauthorized items in their bags. You do this by watching their
luggage pass through the X-ray machine and choosing everything that looks fishy. Airport security gets a bad rap. With airfares, and stress airports, the last thing people want is to wait in a long line to have their human belongings processed and their privacy violated. However, there are those who want to infiltrate dangerous things have
passed X-ray sensors, and now through the fun of your Android and airport scanner, you can catch these bullies and hold them accountable. However, security must be balanced with efficiency. For each plane passenger that passes through the security terminal, you only have a certain amount of time to allow them to make their flight. It
pays to be appropriate. When the bag passes through the scanner, if any malicious objects are detected, click on them and the perpetrator will be apprehended. If there is nothing in the bag, you can sweep it along the scanner to speed it up for the next piece of luggage. Finding bags without items in them and letting a dangerous bag go
through scanners undetected will cost you time as well as your account multiplier if you were diligent in your duties. Developer: Kedlin Company, Rating: 3.3 Sets: 500,000 Price: $1.99-$99.99 for item Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Apple Store Get it on Apple Store #9 Ace Prosecutor: Prosecutor:
Destinies - The 2019 Classic Courtroom adventure series that has sold over 6.7 million copies worldwide is finally here. Become a Phoenix Wright and experience the thrill of battle as you fight to save your innocent customers in court. Play all 14 episodes covering the first three games in one magnificent collection. Solve the intriguing
mysteries behind each case and witness the final truth for yourself! There are no objections! To this exciting recording series Ace Attorney! Become a lawyer and solve the case. Your life is in your hands! In addition to the main game (Episodes 1 through 5), a special episode and costume set of additions are also included with the
purchase of this app. NOTE: French, German, Korean, simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese language support will be added to the game in after the launch update. Developer: AZAMATICS Rating: 4.6 Sets up: 10,000 Price: $19.99 Steam Price: $29.99 Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Steam Get It
on Steam #10 Bad Papers: Border Cross Game - 2019 In this game you play as a Border Post employee where your job is to provide a border crossing or a visa! Please be prepared for adventures where you meet all types of people and decide that faith, you can meet smugglers trying to smuggle all kinds of illegal items into the country,
your job is to stop them and arrest them. This game documents completely offline and has a history mode. Please stay tuned for more game modes in future updates! This is one of a kind of visa game available in the store. Features: Offline arcade mode! Interesting powers to investigate your passengers! Beautiful graphics! Developer:
KONIKI Rating: 2.5 Sets: 100,000 Price: $1.99-$59.99 per item Get it on Google Play Store Get it on Google Play Store How to download documents Please for Android! In this video you can see another way to play documents, please on your Android phone, but it doesn't work as well. Frequently asked questions Can I play newspapers
please on the iPhone? Documents Please compatible with iPad rather than iPhone devices, the reason that the game is only for the iPad, because the developer does not believe that there was enough real estate on the iPhone to play the game. More information on : Documents Please iOS Is the documents please available on Android?
According to the game developer, he has no plan to produce android versions of the papers, please. Are there any games like Documents Please for Android? The game Black Border is an imitation of the security of the entrance and exit gates of the borders and passport control. In this game you, as a border guard inspector, have to
check the passports and documents of passengers. Passengers.
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